ModMic 4.0

Attachable Boom Microphone
User Pro Tips and Specifications v1.0

Installation
Find a flat spot on the headphones for the 0.5” circle of adhesive clasp. The adhesive will stick
to smooth and mesh surfaces but does not stick well to rubberized surfaces.
1. Put the Headphones on to ensure the ModMic will reach the corner of your mouth from
desired mounting point.
2. Thoroughly clean & Dry the surface with the included alcohol pad.

Attaching & Orientation
1. Attach a base clamp to the top clasp holding the ModMic’s boom
2. Remove the protective backing from the adhesive.
3. While holding the top clasp, orient the mic boom angle down so it points towards where
your mouth will be using when using your headphones. (This will reduce the need for
additional bends in the boom after installation).
4. Press the whole mic/clasp down onto the cleaned spot hold firmly for 30 seconds. (For
best results on irregular surfaces, allow the adhesive to cure for 1 hour).
5. To reverse the orientation of the boom from Right to Left. Do not remove the boom from
the clasp but invert it and rebend the cable portion of the boom downward in a “L” shape.

Getting the most from your ModMic
1. Make sure the mic is not directly in front of your mouth (even with the foam pop filter on
the mic is sensitive to plosive blast/wind from your mouth, especially “P”’s pop in
particular).
2. To lessen unwanted cable torque on the clasp, fold the cable end of the boom so that it is
close to the clasp. 3.Ensure the mic icon on the boom is pointed towards your mouth.

Need more help?
Here are some common troubleshooting steps that may help you out.
1. If connected through a computer soundcard, make sure you have the ModMic selected
as your default listening device in your recording devices options.
2. Try multiple ports on your computer/device if you are having audio quality issues.
3. Check to make sure all of your audio drivers are up to date. Check online for any known
issues with your motherboard’s onboard sound and the ModMic.
4. Ensure you have the mic symbol pointed towards your mouth.
5. If you need additional help contact us at info@pileupdx.com
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Specifications
Pattern

Uni-directional

Sensitivity

-38 ± 3 dB

Response

100 Hz–10 kHz

SNR

>50+ dB

Impedance

2.2 KΩ

Operating Voltage

1 to 10V

Max current at 2.0V

500 μA

Max input SPL

110 dB

ModMic Frequency Response Test (by manufacturer)
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